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Social R ealism  and C om m itm ent in H usah A l-  
Tuw ayjir’ Wa Tula S h ‘an M in  Jad id in

Akewula Adams Olufemi
Department of Arabic and Islamic Studies 

University of Ibadan 
olufemiadanis2@yahoo.com,

Abstract

This paper examines the short story written by Husah al-Tuwayjir entitled " Wa (ala Sh ‘an 
niin jadidin (And My Hair Grew Long Again). The work belongs to that rare category of 
Saudi Arabian female fiction writers which offers female perspectives to the general corpus 
of modern Arabic literary repertoire. The paper explores the expansive articulation of 
female identity that is contested as a negative model in the story and also points to the 
social and feminist commitment in Arab-Muslim societies, especially in Saudi Arabia. The 
short fiction written by alTuwayjir, the paper argues, accounts for female experiences that 
reduce male-female relationships in the given social context to a fundamentally 
antagonistic one. Al-Tuwayjir’s story is unabashedly a case study of a more convinced but 
also matter of fact and multifaceted perspective on female experience in the Arabian 
Peninsula.

Introduction

Current literary criticism of women’s fiction in Saudi Arabia in many 
ways reflects the social status of Saudi women. Many male critics seem to 
consider the study of fictions written by women writers in the Kingdom 
as optional in their endeavours to assess the Arabic fiction in general. 
Others consider women’s fictions to be merely factual accounts of 
women’s lives. In short, fictions written by Saudi women are not yet 
considered part of mainstream in Arabic literature.

Husah Al-Tuwayjir, the author of Wa tcila Sha ll mill jactidi (And My 
Hair, Grew Long Again) was born in Riyadh 1958. She had her primary 
and secondary educations in the same city. The author of this selected 
story obtained her Bachelor degree of Arts from King Saudi University 
before she proceeded to obtain Masters Degree in social services from the 
University of St Louis in the United States in 1985, She presently works 
as Director General of the Care and Guidance Department at the 
Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs, she has a prominent social 
presence, being a founding member of the women’s Wafa’ charitable 
society in Riyadh. She takes a substantial part in literary activities.
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AI-Tuwayjir is a writer whose work dwells on the story of a typical 
married couple the husband being the only active member of the two- 
man group. As it is evident in a patriarchal society, the wife is always 
silent and is in the shadows, bowing to the whims and caprices of her 
husband. However, she decides to break the chain of silence and 
subservience by cutting her hair. This is an act of rebellion, away to show 
her husband that the period of silence and subjugation is over. Added to 
this, she makes her husband realise the fact that she has decided to re
build herself. To re-integrate herself into the society by empowering 
herself, she refuses to follow the mundane route within the household 
and keeps different hours from that of her husband. Eventually, she 
returns to school and also finds herself a job. Although her husband is 
desperate for the situation at home, to return to the way it was before, his 
wife has invariably closed the doors on her days of servitude and 
subservience to her husband.

The story of the author examined in this paper represents more recent 
trends in the writing of Arab women. In contrast to her male 
counterparts’ works, Al-Tuwayjir’s work reflects a greater awareness of 
and commitment to the social and sexual issues facing Arab women 
today.

Within tliis unity of concern, however, the writer exhibits a multifaceted 
approach to the problem, and great stylistic innovations. Husah Al- 
Tuwayjir uses her experiences as a woman and health practitioner to 
express the internal and external encounters brought about in women's 
lives through subjugation. Her style is direct and realistic, and her 
reflective thoughts often seem like theoretical works rather than fiction. 
She portrays women striving for self-realisation through aesthetic plots in 
her works, moving to romantic revolt against puritanical attitudes toward 
love, social hypocrisy and showing women revolting against being treated 
as sexual objects or slaves by despotic and authoritarian husbands. Her 
style exhibits the wide range of her thoughts, poetic and suggestive at 
times, surrealistic and irrational at others, and highly symbolic 
throughout. Husah Al-Tuwayjir approaches women's problems through 
an extreme sensitivity to her inner self and her sensual sensations that help 
her grasp more acutely and fully the magnitude of women's oppression 
from within. Her style is poetic, sensual, and higlily suggestive. The 
writer portrays, with frankness and acute perception, the evils that Arab 
society in general and Arab women in particular are facing today. Her 
style is usually realistic and thought-provoking.

In general, we can say that the various approaches taken by the author 
and other women writers, especially in the Arab world recently are
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courageous and daring. She reflects a desire and concern not only to 
describe Arab women's problems and dilemmas, but also to find new 
ways for them to escape their trapped situations. This boldness is reflected 
in the lifestyle of the writer herself, trying to break away from the 
tradition-bound circles around her. She has asserted herself as a feminist 
writer despite the prejudices voiced against women fiction writers in 
Saudi Arabia, a path not easy to follow within the restrictions of Saudi 
Arabian society. The selected work in this essay was published in Riyadh; 
the country has continued to publish important works, thus 
demonstrating the leading cultural roles even in the midst of its social 
turmoil.

Protest and Rebellion in Husa’s watdla Shacn  m in  ja d fd i
Feminist writers’ view of men as mates stands in stark contrast to the 
dominant antagonistic character about women. The men’s dominance of 
women reflects a tendency to assert woman’s deficiency, and to shoulder 
her with the responsibility for social problems. The factors that contribute 
to this antagonism are related to culture, religious, and popular discourses. 
The shift from a tribal society to a modern state has undermined the 
traditional individual male function of protector as a member of a tribe, 
not only vis-a-vis other male members, but more important by women.

Scholars like Nawal Al- Sa’adawi, Altorki Sorayah, Mariam Cooke, 
Latifat Al-Zayyat, and a host of others, researching the Arabian Peninsula 
and Muslim women have contended that patriarchy is a salient feature of 
Arab societies, and they have treated as a concrete social fact. This 
questionable characterisation of the Arab social structure as patrilineal and 
patriarchal center on the premise that men determine the organisation of 
society. As a result, women were and are depicted as isolated from men, 
as passive actors in the so-called public domain, as confined to their kin 
groups, and so on.

Among the theoreticians of patriarchy, however, Gayle Rubin (1978) has 
come closest to identifying the ideological function of patriarchy as 
distinctive from its use as an all-embracing explanatory social fact. She 
points out that patriarchy should be treated as a specific form of male 
dominance, and its use should be confined to the Old Testament type of 
pastoral nomads from which the term originated. Rubin contends that 
the power of males is not founded on their roles as fathers or patriarchs 
but rather on their collective adult maleness. In the context of the 
contemporary society of Arabia, like elsewhere in the world, while 
patriarchal practices, in which individual males assert their power over 
individual females, do exist, it is that collective adult maleness that 
constitutes a driving discursive force, reflecting the collective need to
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control society in and through women. Patriarchy, whether practiced on 
the collective or individual level is mediated by the fact that it is men who 
control other men, but through women. The patriarchal discourse 
acquires its ideological force because it satisfies the need for power of 
individual men and society at large. The patriarchal ideology may be 
sustained either because it serves some men’s psychological need for 
power or because of the social incentives of the high status rewarded to 
those who acquire the skill of controlling women. For example, men’s 
zeal to dominate women is usually justified as protection for women, but 
it can also be seen as a means by which a man protects liis honor and 
through which he maintains liis social prestige vis-a-vis other males. In 
the patriarchal discourse, patriarchy need not be maintained in real 
interpersonal relations between men and women in order for it to be 
effective on the discursive level.

Husah Muhammad al-Tuwayjirj’s short story has an intertextual link 
with Nawal Al-Sa’adawi’s Women at Point Zero, most especially in the 
deployment of radical feminism in chronicling women’s plight in their 
society. She has also chosen to address the particular problems faced by 
Saudi women. Al-Sa’adawi presents some very daring issues about Arab 
society. For instance, she asserts that anything required of women should 
also be enforced for men, because the moral values of a society should be 
applied to all of its members, regardless of sex, color, or social class. Site 
illustrates that at present, the codes of honor imposed on women are like 
codes imposed by rulers on their workers and servants, rather than moral 
imperatives for the whole society.

Al-Sa’adawi in the Fall of Imam portrays that one is not born a woman, 
one becomes a woman. She believes that the differences between men 
and women are not inherent in their nature but are learnt within society, 
because sex is biological and gender is all about psychological. The social 
institutions and laws regulating Arab women's lives in marriage and 
divorce must be changed if the Arab world is to move toward an 
improved society. The cultural and media organisations, as well as all 
means of mass communication; television, radio, magazines, newspapers, 
the publishing industry, must take equal responsibility for bringing about 
the necessary social changes. They must, among other things, represent 
women in respectable roles other than the stereotypical roles like cooks, 
dishwashers, beauty aids, and fashion models.

Concerning the taboos surrounding sexuality, Accad Evelyn (2001), a 
radical feminist critic notes that the circumcision of girls is practised as a 
means of ensuring their virginity by inhibiting their sexual impulses, thus 
making them frigid. With mutual sexual attraction more or less ruled out,
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marriage is usually based on materialistic considerations; it is a kind of 
business transaction or legalised prostitution in which the husband 
becomes the sole owner of his wife, with unilateral rights of divorce.

Al-Zayyat reveals: “I am of the opinion that any local problem that is 
candidly addressed, however, will most likely have universal application, 
as human beings experience many things in common wherever they find 
themselves”. Al-Zayyat is trying to make a case or appealing to the 
entire world that if male dominance could be checked in the entire Arab 
world, where it is predominant. This will make a change and have 
positive effects globally and not only on Arab women.

In Al-Tuwayjirj’s vva tala Shari nun jacftdi (And My Hair Grew Long 
Again), it is revealed that relations between the sexes are only partly a 
product of patriarchal rules. Women writers’ tendency to locate forces of 
oppression outside the dynamic relations between men and women is a 
reflection of their social approach to societal problems. Patriarchy, in 
author’s view, is only one of the techniques used by tradition to control 
women in the society. Her story suggests an important distinction that has 
to be made between patriarchy as a social fact and patriarchy as ideology 
used for the purpose of control.

In a similar vein with other female writers in Arab world especially Nawal 
Sa’adawi, Husah Muhammad al-Tuwayjir in wa tala Sha‘n min jadidi 
puts forth the protest against patriarchal established norms by women 
who are tired of the status quo. In this story, there is a clear rebellion 
from the heroine. The couples involved in the story are from the 
privileged class. However, gender oppression and subjugation knows no 
class,boundary. It is a phenomenon which has eaten deep into the fabric 
of the Saudi society. So long as there is a man in existence, irrespective of 
his status within the society, there will be the accompanying oppression 
and marginalisation of the women folk. The heroine of this story has 
found her to be stagnant and redundant, a vicious circle of living in her 
husband’s shadow, adhering to his wishes and catering to his every whims 
and caprices. The story opens with the narrator presenting the readers 
with an argument between the couple. The reader is privy to the fact that 
the wife refuses to observe her daily routine of preparing her husband’s 
tea and serving him, while he reads the dailies. The fact that she refuses to 
serve her husband his tea is clearly a break away from routine. In her 
words, the heroine reveals:

, *,Q \ J ^  1 . ,/S il i l S L'vJ I ^  ̂1 A ,  ̂ ■ ■ Oj ̂
3 jil >j-A ok . I CÔS"" ju J , . <u!l ‘Cajjt ji
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^  . . IJlA
•• 3  oJ*S'')}\ <UP̂ jlj o

« j'y  cccS' •• l/ * ^ ' i j^ ~  c v j j
■cJIp I L« olS"" “01 JO V j  .. y L iu il (j$

e)l . .o\jl*Jd (J ^ 5 4 j 1 j i  ..

ĴUaJ' y lp-V  j  ^̂ Ip  c_jjli olS"

•• l i i  ajj^Jaj L̂i ^ l ib  Ul—
■AjUj?:- L& *X*J 1 . .  dAS^Ij , , <d»f C— 4j(̂ a aL^-l 

f.LJb t jy -  c J ^ 1 p  jy - Lo-ba ..

I rem em bered I had not made him tea this morning. I 
rem em bered quite a lot that it was the first time such 
a thing had happened since we started our life 
together I had felt an urgent desire to get out o f  the 
daily routine. I was suffering from the way my 
feelings had becom e frozen, and he must have felt 
that. O r maybe he had jo ined  me in the feeling that 
everything was coming to an end.

I got up to leave our living room, utterly convinced a 
resolution must be reached life with him  was growing 
tedious and stagnant. There was nothing new  about 
this. W e were constantly disagreeing over so many 
things. (Translation is mine)

The total lack of change makes the heroine edgy. She is determined to 
find a way to solve this problem. The most annoying aspect of their 
married life is the inability to communicate. Whenever there is a rift 
between them, the husband will leave the house hurriedly to avoid any 
argument which may arise. In a bid to change this, the heroine cuts her 
hair. On various levels, the exiting of her hair is symbolic. It represents a 
departure from the old norm and a rebirth. From another perspective, it is 
a revolt, an act of defiance, a challenge to already established norms. 
From yet another point of view, it is a way by which the heroine draws 
the attention of her husband. Recounting this incident, the narrator 
writes.

4jIS" J li ŷL>, J “U-lj
jl iThtJ . .idJJi ji idJcJ d o

!! L*hj olS" ^  ijS 'jX i V idJjl .. llyuh*
(Jjh/ JjxCoj.. Jjtail <—t (J,l O Jjcalj
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.. ill* Jh..*  c J lL* J-SJ .. J j j \  L* 1 c J j  oy> 

d - h S l J g nS L^-by  , ,  <C_*TS"* ^LaLtj dJLj 

i j  (1)1 (yA 4jl ^ .d ., L*P ‘S '

C-~A^  A i! .. o ilj lj  j  JJ*-**

L/" •• i j  L)_^j Lb j j J  i l * L * h  i j  

‘j ' y ^ -  Lr*J •• .jjA ^  JS'
oLJ-1 •• J ^  •• clJJ^
lj_A (J5 J  .. jL-^ j . . ^JLajJ I

L̂ j Îp L» .. J2JL9 Jj*-^
.. 4l>»lS ^3yL>- wii j l  j j j l  J2-&3

Lifting his head, he begins to whisper sadly, as if  he is 
talking to himself.

W hy did you do that? W hy did you cut your long 
hair?

Y ou didn’t know  how  beautiful it was! £
I m oved to the other side o f the chair and, for the 
first time, spoke in a challenging voice:

“ I will do whatever I like. I am tired o f  your control 
over me. Y ou treat me as if I were a doll, just there 
for your convenience. But you were the stupid one.
Y ou never thought I m ight have a will and feelings. I 
have come to hate myself, because all I do is follow 
your orders, w ithout having any views o f  m y own.
From today everything is going to change. I’ve cut 
m y hair. And it was m y right to do it. And another 
thing, 1 am starting w ork and I am going on  w ith my 
studies. I will have m y ow n opinion in this house, 
even if  it is just for two days. Later, I can leave it. I 
w ant to feel that I can use m y rights” . (Translation is 
mine)

Self-Identity and Self-Realisation in IVa tala Shacif  m in  ja d id i
The importance of self-realisation is central to Al-Tuwayjiri’s wa tala 
Slid n min jadidi. The reader will see the ambivalent feelings of a woman 
toward the restrictions of her culture. The heroine self-realisation and 
self-identity meets her husband unexpectedly, but he simply cannot 
change the woman’s stand. As with other occasions of* discord, her
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husband is of the impression that by simply ignoring the matter, it will be 
resolved. The author depicts a determined woman who is conscious of 
the fact that she needs to make a change in her home and in life. She 
realises the fact that there is the need for her to find her niche in life and 
work on it. The heroine, in her words, depicts:

ja abJ-li

V* b<~Jlj
ĵA , -̂bJl 3jl jA Lb J  jj2J C—

jl  Ijjsbr J jb - j  dJJi ^ ril .. LS
C—v2Jj ĵA ob~b

—̂->1) .. ,, Ujjl b* dajjbj
JS'\ ^ ĵA J ib  (5 J*-~* J • • ‘Cjbkjdl abk-l

.“bill “W23 (j

Life is too short to be spent in misery. W e only live 
once, so w hy should we keep suffering? W e make 
our ow n happiness. Because happiness isn’t a pill we 
swallow to rid ourselves o f  the bitterness o f  despair, 
but something we w ork for and earn. He tried hard 
to get me to return to an abject life, but I refused and 
did what I’d always wanted to do. I w ent on w ith my 
studies and started working. M y hair grew  long again 
and this time I never thought o f cutting it! 
(Translation is mine)

Oladosu (2008) who investigates into the dynamics and the inner dialects in 
the construction of Arab women’s identities in Sudan is in line with Al- 
Tuwayjir’s position on women’s identities. Oladosu explores the 
paradoxes in women’s identities as a medium for the appropriation of that 
all important spirit in women’s genie and how this is manifested in 
narration. The cultural background of Sudan where women appear to have 
no identity of their own is critically examined. They perceive themselves in 
the same way the society perceived them. The women’s identities in 
Mawsini, according to Oladosu, are wrapped by tradition, then unwrapped 
by modernity which shows the image of their lives within the Sudanese 
society.

Another myth that the author unveils is that of the traditional conception 
of respect in her society. She points out that the most accurate model for 
this type of respect is the respect that is believed to consecrate the 
relationship between husband and wife, father and daughter and master

t
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and slave. Instead, Al-Tuwayjir proposes a concept of "true love" that is 
devoid of the idea of ownership or selfish interests, and that is not marked 
by romantic self-sacrifice. She illustrates that true love consists of respect 
and recognition of the other person's equality, freedom, and 
independence; it is characterized by mutual understanding and 
communication.

*
Al-Tuwayjir depicts that the condition of Arab women can only be 
improved by structural means, by bringing about changes in the existing 
socio political system of the Arab world and by reforming the laws and 
regulations that oppress women in these societies. The sources of this 
constructive radicalism are made abundantly clear in Al-Tuwayjir's 
fiction, much of which is based on her experience as a woman and writer.

The Saudi society strictly laid out boundaries for women in which any 
women who stepped outside of them will be labelled as rebellious. Husah 
Al-Tuwayjir, a Saudi Arabian female writer takes the opportunity of 
expressing her perception of the society in which she lives through this 
story. In the study of her text, it is discovered that Al- Tuwayjir resists 
patriarchy through her presentation of atypical woman. Her artistic 
creation of a heroine, who represents reality, shows her social concern 
and desire to speak for women.

Al- Tuwayjir’s rebellious heroine is a subversion of the woman in a 
society. Moreover, this is a heroine who realistically represents the 
ideology of Al- Tuwayjir’s time; therefore, she should be regarded as a 
realistic and not a mere fictional character. Also, it is established that the 
depiction of a rebellious heroine is not a reinforcement of Saudi Arabian 
patriarchy, rather, it is recognition of a woman who is yearning and 
fighting for gender equality in a society which marginalises women.

Conclusion

Different women across the world have engaged the male folk in the 
discourse of feminist issues protesting against male dominance. They try 
to foreground the experience of women in a bid to show what they pass 
through at the hands of men in the higlily patriarchal society. As the other 
half of humanity, women need to be accorded the same respect given to 
men in order to afford them a beneficial life. The selected story discussed 
had showcases women’s experiences in their homes. Their experience is 
that men seek ways to dominate them, and in doing this they lose their 
essence. Thus, it is pertinent for men to start questioning the established 
principles within the society, their relevance to individual and societal 
development and also seek ways to incorporate women into the society in 
order to foster harmony, 
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It is not necessarily the role of fiction to provide blueprints for concrete 
social action, much fiction had resulted from attempts to do so, but the 
recent fiction of Arab women, with its greater openness and integration 
of individual struggle into the larger social context, may well become a 
force for positive and creative social and political change in the Arab 
world. Even if this is not the case, the production of fiction by Arab 

writers would be remarkable for its variety and its occasional 
ae. ~ excellence, existing as it does in the face of a tradition that has 
su d no such ambition or achievement.

Al- „wayjir’s reveals in her work wa tala Sha n min jadidi to the 
threefold pattern of existentialist experience; the project, the leap, and the 
fall, he heroine of this story has her project; the desire to break away 
from the traditional model and assert herself as an individual. To do so, it 
is necessary to make a leap, from her present condition of restricted 
consciousness, over the obstacles of tradition, hopefully to land in some 
brave new world of individual freedom. The leap, however, is in most 
cases too great to be completed, and, instead the heroine falls, however, 
the heroine of Al-Tuwayjir rises.
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